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By  Kristen Nemoto Jay

Tonkatsu Ginza Bairin
255 Beach Walk

Honolulu, HI 96815
(808) 926-8082

FOOD

Now in its 11th year of tantalizing taste 
buds, Waikiki’s Tonkatsu Ginza Bairin 
continues to share its three generations’ 
worth of tonkatsu expertise with all 
who’d like to experience their carefully 
crafted meals. From pillowy-soft rice that 
complements the crunch of deep-fried 
pork to ice-cold shredded cabbage and 
silky-smooth miso soup, Tonkatsu Ginza 
Bairin has mastered the art of creating 
the perfect tonkatsu 
teishoku meal.

“We are careful 
about the ingredients 
and fl avors that we 
use in our teishoku,” 
says Yosuke Okajima, 
Tonkatsu Ginza 
Bairin’s restaurant 
manager. “We want 
our customers to 
have an experience of 
tasting a great meal. 
Many people think 
that tonkatsu is for 
men, but we make 
ours specifi cally so it appeals to everyone—
women, children, etc.  You don’t feel 
overwhelmed or have indigestion after you 
eat our tonkatsu.” 

It all starts with a selective piece of 
pork cutlet that’s covered in Bairin’s special 

low-sugar breadcrumbs (panko) before 
it’s dipped in two diff erent temperatures 
of hot cottonseed oil. The fl ash of heat 
electrifi es the panko coating to stand 
up straight, resulting in a crispy golden-
brown fi eld of voluminous breadcrumb 
sculptures, coated over the juicy pork-meat 
middle. 

Timing also plays a vital role in 
ensuring each meal comes out just 

right. Chefs at Bairin 
are constantly adjusting 
cooking times depending 
on the thickness, size, and 
shape of each cut of meat. 
This delicate process is 
particularly important 
during dinner, when all 
teishoku orders come with 
rice cooked at your table in a 
traditional Japanese cast-iron 
pot called an okama, and 
as such must be timed just 
right so the meat and rice are 
ready to eat at the same time. 
(Okama is only available to 

parties of two or more.) Okajima explains 
that this is something exclusive to Hawaii. 
Bairin restaurants in Japan, and even 
most people cooking at home, do not 
cook rice in this traditional method. The 
semi-sweet and creamy, fl uff y rice pairs 

wonderfully with the snap and crunch 
of the tonkatsu. Tonkatsu Ginza Bairin 
even goes the extra mile with the shredded 
cabbage that’s paired with a tonkatsu meal, 
which is usually used as a fi ller or bedding 
to a Japanese fried dish. The restaurant 
begins by slicing the cabbage paper-thin, 
then washing it in fi ltered water, and 
then chilling it in an ice-cold water bath 
until it’s ready to be served. There’s also 
the sauce that Nobukatsu Shibuya, the 
founder of Tonkatsu Ginza Bairin, created 
to pair with the katsu meat; it is made with 
various kinds of fruits and vegetables such 
as apples and onions to bring out a tangy 
yet sweet and savory sauce. 

With consideration to the customers’ 
palates and a plethora of detail-oriented 
tastes and textures, the tonkatsu teishoku 
meal comprises a symphony of fl avors 
that’s paired with rice, miso soup, salad, 
and pickled vegetables. Each carefully 
crafted piece of the meal harmonizes with 
every ingredient, producing a memorable 
dining experience. Some of the restaurant’s 
other popular dishes include pork-loin 
katsu, a fried seafood mix plate, chicken 
katsu, tonkatsu loco moco, and tonkatsu 
curry. Donburi rice bowls, tonkatsu 
sandwiches, and burgers are also available. 

The Tonkatsu Ginza Bairin chain is 
in their 91st year of making the succulent 
pork dish since its beginnings in Tokyo’s 
Ginza district. Today you can fi nd the 
restaurants throughout Japan, China, and 
Korea. Since 2007, the restaurant’s Waikiki 
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Thick Cut Pork Loin Katsu 

Bairin’s original tonkatsu sauce

A traditional Japanese cast-iron pot (okama) 
is used to make rice right at your table with 

all dinner teishoku orders of two or more

(Top to bottom)

The Seafood Mix Katsu Set comes with two 
katsu shrimp pieces, one salmon, one tuna, 

and a cream croquette

Pork Loin Katsudon

Sharing Culture through Tonkatsu

Teriyaki Salmon
This dish wasn’t something I grew up eating. In fact, it wasn’t until 
recently that I began eating salmon because I wanted to adopt a 
healthier lifestyle. What I love about this fi sh is that it can be jazzed 
up with lemon juice, placed on the grill, or slathered with a mustard-
and-brown-sugar glaze. Whatever you decide to do with salmon, it will 
turn out yummy! This recipe turns salmon into a Japanese dish, with 
the teriyaki marinade, and is made extra healthy with kale.

By Jennifer YamadaLET’S EAT!

Ingredients
1 large bunch kale
4 salmon fi llets, 6-8 oz each 
(with or without skin)
A little olive oil
Kosher salt
Black pepper
For the teriyaki sauce:
¼ cup shoyu
¼ cup sugar
¼ cup mirin (sweet cooking sake)
½ tsp grated ginger
½ tsp garlic, chopped fi nely

Directions
1. In advance: Whisk together the 

teriyaki sauce ingredients in a bowl. 
Spread over the tops of the salmon 
fi llets and marinade for two hours in 
the fridge. 

2. Preheat the oven to 425°. 
3. Clean the kale, stripping the stems and 

center ribs. Break the kale into smaller 
leaves and spread onto a baking sheet. 
Drizzle olive oil over them and toss. 

4. Place the salmon fi llets on top of the 
kale (skin side down if using fi llets 
with the skin on).

5. Bake for 15-20 minutes, until the kale 
has browned edges and the salmon is 
fl aky when pierced with a fork.

About the Author
Jennifer Yamada was born 
and raised on Oahu and 
has written for several local 
publications. Follow her on 
Twitter @jenyamada11

location has hosted the restaurant 
chain’s only U.S. location. Okajima 
is happy to share tonkatsu meals with 
the people of Hawaii and hopes their 
satisfaction leads to further curiosity 
about Japanese culture. 

“It allows people to ask questions 
about how tonkatsu is made,” Okajima 
says with a smile. “When the customers 
taste our rice or taste the juiciness of the 
pork, they also want to learn more and 
end up asking about Japanese culture, 
which is really makes us happy.”

Enter to win a gift card for
Tonkatsu Ginza Bairin

See page 47 for more details.


